A main benefit from taking a systematic sample is the ease of implementation when field sampling. However, it is not uncommon for a researcher to sample only one primary sampling unit (PSU) but to assume that the secondary sampling units (SSUs) were selected by simple random sampling to obtain a variance estimate. To obtain an unbiased estimator of variance for conventional or adaptive systematic sampling, it is necessary to sample >1 PSUs, and this can marginally increase cost and complicate implementation. We show that it is possible to obtain an unbiased estimate of variance if the researcher takes only a single PSU and one or more SSUs. Although this is no longer a true systematic sample, such a design retains much of the simplicity of sampling a single PSU and allows for a valid variance estimate. This paper introduces three new sampling strategies stemming from systematic adaptive cluster sampling and the Raj estimator. The new sampling designs will be referred to as partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling. The sampling strategies are investigated in a simulation study that utilizes distance traveled as a measure of cost when comparing sampling strategies. When only a single PSU can be sampled because of cost or logistics concerns, we recommend also sampling one or more SSUs to obtain an unbiased estimate of variance.
INTRODUCTION
Sampling for rare species in ecological studies can be costly and logistically difficult, and it is advisable to spread sampling effort throughout the study area (McDonald, 2004) . Adaptive cluster sampling (ACS) has been shown to be efficient for sampling rare species and when combined with systematic sampling, effectively distributes sampling effort effectively while adapting to clustered populations (Thompson, 1991) . In standard systematic ACS (SACS), at least two primary sampling units (PSU) are selected without replacement, and secondary sampling units (SSU) are "adaptively" sampled in the neighborhood of observed SSUs that meet a pre-specified condition (Thompson, 1991) . However, it is not uncommon in field sampling to select only a single PSU to lower cost and increase the logistical ease of implementation (Smith et al., 2003) . A common practice when a single PSU is selected is to treat it as a simple random sample (SRS) for estimating the variance (e.g. Fridman and Walheim, 2000; Smith et al., 2003; Pooler and Smith, 2005; Thompson, 2002) . If only a single PSU is sampled by systematic sampling, the estimators of variance will be biased (Wolter, 1985) .
We propose an alternative strategy that involves selection of a single large PSU with a single SSU. We call this design partial SACS (PSACS). Although this is no longer a true systematic sample, such a design retains much of the simplicity of sampling a single PSU. Importantly, an unbiased estimator of variance is available. Thus, PSACS is logistically advantageous and yields a statistically valid estimate.
The common design factors for all ACS designs are the initial sample design, the condition to adapt, and the neighborhood definition (Thompson, 1991) . For SACS designs, the initial sample design is by systematic sampling with multiple random starts (Thompson, 1991) . The condition to adapt is applied to the observation at the SSU level, that is, the y i value and is commonly set at y i > 0. The neighborhood specifies the SSUs that are adaptively sampled when triggered by the condition to adapt. A neighborhood must be symmetric in the sense that if unit i is in the neighborhood of unit j , then j is in the neighborhood of unit i , but beyond this restriction, the definition has considerable flexibility. Commonly and for this paper, the neighborhood includes the four adjacent units. Adaptive sampling continues until no additional SSUs meet the condition. All units within the neighborhood of one another meeting the condition form a network, and the adaptively added units that do not meet the condition are called edge units. A network and its associated edge units form a cluster. An initially sampled unit that does not meet the condition is a network of size 1.
The objective of this paper is to present the PSACS design and to evaluate its performance compared with ACS designs. Section 2 covers the advantages and flexibility of PSACS designs versus SACS or strip ACS. Section 3 presents the PSACS estimators notation. Then, Sections 4 and 5 contain an illustrative example and simulation results, respectively. Finally, the conclusions are in section 6.
is the same for all PSUs and there are P N kD1 M k D H total SSUs in the population. In the case where all the PSUs are of the same size, M k D M 8k, and then the total number of SSUs is simply NM. The population vector, y D .y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; y H /, is considered fixed and unknown constants. The parameter of interest for this paper is the population mean for SSUs, D 1 H P H iD1 y i . Let ‰ i denote a collection of SSUs of which unit i is a member. Let w i be defined for every SSU and represent the average SSU value of the network to which it is contained in ‰ i . That is,
where x i is the number of SSUs in the network to which unit i belongs. We present formula for the three PSACS design options. The formulas that apply to all three options have subscript "*." The formula specific to an option has subscripts "u," "n," and "c" to denote PSACS without replacement of units (u), networks (n), or clusters (c), respectively. An unbiased estimator for the population mean is a weighted sum of unbiased estimates of the population total,´ i , divided by the number of secondary units in the population (Raj, 1956) and is denoted as
where c i are the weights and must add up to 1. The variance is
An unbiased estimator of the variance is For the special case where the weights are all equal, c i D 1 m 8i , then the aforementioned equations reduce to the following (Raj, 1956) :
with variance
The´ 1 is the same for all three sampling designs,´
H , the probability of selecting a PSU of size M 1 , and s u0 consist of all SSUs in the PSU selected on the first draw. The´ 1 is an unbiased estimator of the population total as estimated from the first selected PSU.
The three PSACS design options require that different sets of SSUs be defined. Let s u.i 1/ represent the set of units observed up to the i 1 selection, excluding the adaptively added units. Let s n.i 1/ represent the set of units observed up to the i 1 selection, including the adaptively added units within networks but excluding edge units. Let s c.i 1/ represent the set of units observed up to the i 1 selection, including the adaptively added units within clusters (i.e., networks plus edge units). Then,´ i for i D 2; : : : ; m is defined as follows:
or simply the probability of selecting a single SSU from the remaining SSUs. The calculation for´ i differs in terms of s .i 1/ and equalś
The´ i are unbiased estimators of the population total. The SSU y-values are substituted by their network averages, w i . Sampling may be performed without replacement of units, networks, or clusters, and this determines the remaining units to sample for future selections and what units to include in the estimator´ i . For example,´n i is the sum of all SSU w j values for units selected prior to the i th selection plus w i divided that unit probability of selection. The probability of selection for the i th unit is one divided by the number of SSUs whose networks have not already been selected in the i 1 prior selections, .H P j 2s n.i 1/ 1/.
Theory behind the estimators
For simplicity, this section focuses on PSACS without replacement of clusters, but the concepts easily follow to the other PSACS design options. Because of the definition of a neighborhood, if you observe any unit in the network, then you will observe the entire network. The w i -values are the average network values. Thus, by using w i as opposed to the specific y i selected, the variability among the y-values within the same network is eliminated reducing the variance of the estimator (Thompson, 2002) . The concept of the estimators of the population mean and its variance originally follows from Raj (1956) as the proposed sampling designs can be viewed as types of unequal probability sampling designs from the transformed population of w i 's.
w j p 1 equals the expectation of the sum of the w i selected on the first selection divided by the probability of selection on the first draw. Thus, the EOE´c 1 D , the population total. The E h´c
, the´c i can be broken into 2 parts,
w j is the sum of all y i observed for the
i is the expectation of w i divided by the probability of selecting that unit from the remaining unobserved units.
w j , the population total minus the sum of the previously observed y-values, P j 2s c.i 1/ w j . Thus,
is the average of the´c i divided by the number of secondary units, and thus, the EOE O c D , the population mean.
Theory behind using the unequal weights
The weighted version of the proposed estimators, Equation 1, using unequal weights can yield lower variance than using equal weights. Unfortunately, the formula for estimating variance when using the unequal weights can yield negative values. For the latter reasons, the authors cover both estimators in Equations 1 and 2. As mentioned in the previous section, 3.1, each´ i is an unbiased estimate of the population total. The´ 1 utilizes a single PSU of size M 1 SSUs plus some information from adaptive added unit estimate , whereas´ 2 conditions on some to all of the previously observed SSUs depending on without replacement of units to without replacement of clusters and a single SSU to estimate the remaining units in the population. For this reason, the var.´ 1 / is expected to be much smaller than the variance var.´ 2 /. The latter can be thought of in a similar manner to comparing the var. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
We use the population in Table 1 to illustrate the proposed designs and estimators. The population consists of H D 12 SSUs and N D 3 PSUs. Each row makes up a PSU, and each PSU consists of M D 4 SSUs. The PSACS design begins with an initial selection a single PSU. A single SSU is then selected from the remaining units available for selection, where the remaining units depend upon the sampling design. For illustration, let m D 2 and the condition to adapt be y i > 50. Table 1 contains both the y i -values, that is, population of interest, and the corresponding w i -values, that is, the transformed population (Thompson, 2002; Dryver and Chao, 2007) . 
Partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling examples
Suppose the initial PSU selected is the third row, consisting of units with values y D 7; 8; 9; 100 and the associated w D 7; 8; 9; 90. Then,
and is the same for all three sampling designs. The selection of the SSU and calculation of the´ 2 are different for all three PSACS design options.
1. For PSACS without replacement of units, the SSU will be selected from the eight SSUs comprised of the SSUs in the population excluding the SSUs in the PSU already selected. The´u 2 will be calculated by adding up the w i values for all the units in the PSU selected plus the w i -value of the SSU selected divided by its probability of selection 1 8 . Table 2 . All possible samples from applying partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling without replacement of units to the population in Table 1 Final sample Final sample lists all units in each initial sample followed by adaptively added units placed after the semicolon. The final sample size is denoted . The final rows contain the expectation and bias of the estimator for mean and variance.
2. For PSACS without replacement of networks, the SSU will be selected from the seven SSUs comprised of the SSUs in the population excluding the SSUs in the networks intersected by the PSU already selected. The´n 2 will be calculated by adding up the w i values for all the units in the networks intersected by the PSU selected plus the w i -value of the SSU selected divided by its probability of selection 1 7 . 3. For PSACS without replacement of clusters, the SSU will be selected from the five SSUs comprised of the SSUs in the population excluding the SSUs in the cluster and networks intersected by the PSU already selected. The´c 2 will be calculated by adding up the w i values for all the units in the cluster and networks intersected by the PSU selected plus the w i -value of the SSU selected divided by its probability of selection 1 5 .
Now suppose, regardless of design option, that the SSU selected has the value y 2 D 5. Then the´ 2 would depend on the PSACS design option as follows:´u
The number of SSUs in the first PSU sampled is four and in the second selection is one to make a total of five nonadaptively sampled SSUs. The weights are then c 1 D Table 3 . All possible samples from applying partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling without replacement of networks to the population in Table 1 Final sample Because the sampling design must be chosen before sampling begins, only one estimate would be calculated as only one of the three would be appropriate.
As confirmed by examination of estimates from all possible samples, the estimators for mean and variance are unbiased Tables 2-4. For the example population presented in Table 1 , PSACS without replacement of clusters is the most efficient design.
Systematic adaptive cluster sampling example
Suppose a SACS is taken from Table 1 , but only a single PSU is selected, and a PSU is defined as the entire row. Each sample will consist of M k D 4 SSUs. In this case where only a single PSU is taken, a researcher might estimate the variance pretending the SSUs came from a Final sample lists all units in each initial sample followed by adaptively added units placed after the semicolon. The final sample size is denoted . The final rows contain the expectation and bias of the estimator for mean and variance.
A finite population correction factor (Thompson, 2002) can be used, 12 4
12 . Thus, the variance can be estimated,
Estimates are biased when an inappropriate estimator is applied. A primary motivation for ACS is the ability to obtain unbiased estimates while sampling nearby units that meet the prespecified condition. As is illustrated in Table 5 , when the units nearby are expected to be similar, treating the SSUs in the single PSU as a SRS tends to overestimate the variance (Thompson, 2002 
EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we conduct a simulation to compare the three proposed PSACS design options to existing ACS strategies, SACS and ACS. In all designs, the initial sample is taken by SRS without replacement. Table 6 shows the empirical population consisting of counts of blue winged teals in 252-km units as observed from aircraft Smith et al. (1995) . In addition, the data from Smith et al. (1995) was augmented with 20 rows of zeros at the bottom of the population to create a larger population for comparison. The number of SSUs in Table 6 is 200, whereas in augmented population the number of SSUs is 600. The condition to adaptively add units is y i > 1. The neighborhood is the four adjacent units. Tables 7 and 8 contain the definition of the PSUs used for PSACS and SACS with the population in Table 6 . The definition of the PSUs for the augmented data was consistent with the definitions in Tables 7 and 8 with the number of PSU augmented accordingly for the additional 20 rows. The PSUs for PSACS designs and SACS design with single PSU selected are defined as an entire strip/row. For PSACS designs, only a single PSU was be selected. The PSUs for SACS design when two PSUs are selected are defined as every other unit. The reason for Table 5 . All possible samples from applying systematic adaptive cluster sampling (SACS) with a single primary sampling unit selected from the population in Table 1 Final sample
60, 70, 0, 1; 2,5 Final sample lists all units in each initial sample followed by adaptively added units placed after the semicolon. The final sample size is denoted . The final rows contain the expectation of the estimator of the mean and variance. 1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  29  9  10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  7  17  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  8  18  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  9  19  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20  10  20 the difference is that for SACS, if two PSUs will be selected, then each PSU must be half the size to maintain a similar number of units in the final sample. This follows the concept shown in Section 2 in Figure 1 . One of the benefits of SACS and PSACS is the cost savings over ACS, and cost is often highly correlated with the distance traveled (Morrison et al., 2008) . For this reason, distance traveled is included in the simulation results. To calculate distance, data collection starts from the upper-most left-hand corner unit and then goes to the nearest SSU in the initial sample, continuing until the path connects all SSUs in the initial sample. The total path for calculating distance is the path connecting the initial sample plus the path among the adaptively added units. Note that the adaptively added units are adjacent to the units in the initial sample. The calculated path is not always optimal but is a logical approach that mimics movements in field research.
An example from start to finish, including the path assumed to be taken, is given in Table 9 . In this example, the five units are traversed from the upper left corner in the first column straight down to the sixth row where the single PSU is sampled, indicated by italicized 1s. Next, the sixth row is in bold 1s for the PSU sampled. Then, in the last (20th) column, on the other end of the sampled PSU, the path continues down three rows to the ninth row containing the SSU sampled. Finally, the path continues to the SSU sampled in the fourth column ninth row, adding another 14 units. The sample yielded 18 adaptively added units. Note that all adaptively units are adjacent. Thus, there are 39 SSUs in the sample, 20 SSUs in the PSU, plus 1 SSU and 18 SSUs adaptively added. The additional units traveled to "connect the dots" is 22 units, 5 C 3 C 14.Thus, the total distance traveled is the 61 units that the path traverses or equivalently the sum of all the 1s in Table 9 .
The simulation results for sampling a single PSU under the SACS design confirmed substantial bias under the assumption that the sample comes from an SRS (Table 10 ). The EOEc var. O / assuming a SRS was calculated for the two populations as there are only 10 D for the blue teal data and the augmented population, respectively. The average estimate from SRS-type estimators of variance were 57% and 42% lower than the true variance, respectively.
The PSACS unequal weighted estimators performed significantly better than their equally weighted counterparts with variances that were over 50% less. Given the latter fact, the next statements on PSACS in this section will be focused on the unequally weighted estimators, Equation 1 . Either the without replacement of networks or cluster options had the lowest variance compared with without replacement of units. This is to be expected as there is a lower probability and no probability of repeat observations for without replacement of networks and without replacement of clusters, respectively (Salehi and Seber, 1997; Dryver and Thompson, 2007) . As the weight on´2 , which utilizes the second observation, is less than 5% in the simulation a large difference is not expected for the unequal weighted estimators. PSACS was much more efficient, lower variance, when taking into Note that the order of units sampled is not considered, although it technically should be considered for partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling without replacement of networks and partial systematic adaptive cluster sampling without replacement of clusters. Table 10 . Simulation results with 20 000 iterations on the population data sets given in the Table 6 and the augmented data Population in Table 6 Augmented population The variance estimates for the weighted estimator were negative approximately 4% of the time for the nonaugmented population and less than 1% for the augmented population. ACS, adaptive cluster sampling; SACS, systematic ACS; PSACS, partial SACS.
distance traveled compared with ACS. PSACS had a lower variance than SACS with a single sample unit but required a larger distance traveled to obtain the data. Finally, PSACS had a considerably higher variance than SACS with 2 units, but the distance traveled for SACS with two units was considerably higher.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In situations where only a single PSU is sampled using SACS, using SRS estimators for the estimating the variance can lead to severely biased variance estimates. For example in Section 4.2, the true variance was approximately 3% of the expected variance estimator when treating the SACS with 1 PSU as an SRS. In the simulation, Section 5, the reverse was found to what was expected and in the example. The expected sample variance calculated treating the single PSU as coming from a SRS was approximately 50% of the true variance. Thus, this method of estimating the variance for when a single PSU is selected for SACS can be significantly biased in either direction, over or under estimate.
